SITUATION OVERVIEW

Flooding across Somalia has affected about 400,000 people in 14 districts since late April, of whom 101,300 people have been displaced from their homes. Most affected people are in Middle Shabelle region where floods in Jowhar district have displaced 66,000 people from 27 villages, destroyed over 40,000 hectares of farmland, disrupted learning in 12 schools and damaged 82 per cent of WASH infrastructures. In Belet Weyne town, flooding caused by river breakages displaced nearly 22,000 people and destroyed 1,235 hectares of farmland. Humanitarian partners have scaled up assistance, reaching at least 82,000 affected people with lifesaving assistance including food, water and sanitation, hygiene, health and shelter.

14 DISTRICTS AFFECTED
400.3K PEOPLE AFFECTED
101.3K PEOPLE DISPLACED

RESPONSE AND GAPS BY CLUSTER

**FOOD SECURITY**
117K people in Banadir, Belet Weyne and Jowhar supported with food security assistance.
- Response: 34%
- Gap: 66%

**NUTRITION**
11.6K people reached with nutrition services
- Response: 6%
- Gap: 94%

**SHELTER/NFI**
6.6K people reached with Shelter kits
15K people reached with NFI kits
- Response: 5%
- Gap: 95%

**WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE**
129K people reached with Hygiene Kits in Belet Weyne and Middle Shabelle
- 6K flood affected people reached with safe water in Belet Weyne
- Response: 11%
- Gap: 89%
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